
Handrail & Guardrail RFQ 
Purchasing Guide & Timelines

LED handrail can be complex, and properly quoting a handrail opportunity takes longer than any other type of quote. Even a relatively small 
job can take several days, and large jobs can take a week or more. In order to give a proper quote, we need as much information as  possible. 
We cannot give an accurate quote simply based on X number of feet. If all we have is number of feet, we can give a quote, but the quote will 
be high, as will have to incorporate the " worst case" assumptions.  Recently, commodity and shipping costs have been a moving target. And 
for this reason, all projects not fully approved (including signatures on renderings) within 60 days of deposit, are subject to price adjustments 
based on market forces. 

Quoting Phase - 3 to 10 Business Days 
The following can help ups provide you accurate and timely LED Handrail and Guardrail Pricing. 
CAD Files: If CAD files are available, please provide them.  We understand they may not be available, especially on smaller jobs. 

Drawings: We must have architectural drawings. Complete architectural drawings should be provided in PDF format. Screen shots or smart 
phone photos are not sufficient. 

Measurements: Provide measurements from the drawings. For small jobs less than 40 feet and less than 3 runs, architectural drawings in 
PDF format with annotated measurements are usually sufficient. For jobs over 40feet and/or over3 runs, drawings annotated with run 
lengths are helpful, but all run lengths should also be labeled with a number or letter. A list of these runs should be provided in the body of 
an email or a separate document. 

Example: 
3 runs type HR1   

A-8.48 feet
B-13.45 feet
C-18.84

Ordering Phase  - customer timeline

Purchase Order, Invoice, and Payment: All handrail orders are considered custom, and therefore require a 50% deposit. 

Drawings with Annotations for Field Measurement: Just as in the quoting phase, for small jobs less than 100 feet and less than 5 runs, architectural 
drawings in PDF format with annotated field measurements are usually sufficient. For jobs over 100 feet and/or over 5 runs, drawings annotated with run 
lengths are helpful, but all run lengths should also be labeled with a number or letter. A list of these runs should be provided in the body of an email or a 
separate document. See the example above. Once we receive payment, annotated drawings, and field measurements, we can begin work on 
renderings. On complex jobs, CAD files may also be a requirement. 

Renderings and Approval - 3 to 15 business days 

Once we receive the deposit, drawings, and field measurements, we can begin work on renderings. For small jobs, this could take as a little as a handful of 
days. For large jobs this could take considerably longer. As soon as the renderings are finished, they will be sent out for approval. An electronic signature, or 
scanned copy of a wet signature is usually required. Unfortunately, a typewritten reply to an email is not sufficient. Once we receive approval of the 
renderings, we can begin production. Due to volatile commodity and shipping costs, projects must be  fully approved within 60 days of initial deposit or may 
be subject to price adjustment. 

Production 15-30 business days 

After renderings are approved, production may begin.  The majority of projects take from 15-30 working days.
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